Quick-change artist

The Ransomes-Hahn Tournament Triplex is a remarkable machine — so remarkable that we call it the world’s first Greens Management System. The Tournament Triplex is a 12hp vehicle with hydrostatic drive, which powers four separate turf maintaining operations. Each conversion, from superb greensmowing to utility mowing, to Verti-Cutting, to spiking takes less than a minute — and no spanner!

**Greens Units** A full 67” cut. Each 23”, nine-bladed cylinder can be lifted individually.

**Utility Units** Heavy-duty cutting cylinders and bottom blades for approach and tee mowing. Grass catchers provided with all units.

**Verti-cut Units** Patented twin offset blades remove ‘thatch’, keep greens in play even in difficult conditions.

**Vibra-Spiker** Now spiking takes even less time than greensmowing. High-frequency vibration penetrates to a depth of 1½” with a minimum of compaction. The combination of this unique quick-change unit feature, full 67” swath for every operation, variable-speed units and individual unit lifts make the Tournament Triplex an investment which no club can ignore.

Your local Distributor is keen to impress you with a demonstration. Give him a call.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich.

Ransomes-Hahn Tournament Triplex